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MINUTES OF JULY 1983 MEETING 

Vol 6, No 5 0 

A.R.H.S. Library Room, Windsor Railway Station, 
on 15 July 1983. 

MEETUG COMMENCED: at 2000 hours. 

PRESENT: J.McLean, J.Brough, R.Crosby, J.Churchward, R.Jeffries, 
A.Jungwirth, J.McCallum, S.McLean, C.Rutledge, J.Sinnatt, 
R.Weiss and B.Wooding. 

Visitor Dick Hope was welcomed to the meeting. 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: adopted as read. (Brough/Jungwirth) 

BUSINESS ARISING: 

CORRESPONDENCE: 

G.W.R. Technical Papers have not yet been received from 
Bob Taaffe. 

Inwards: from new member - Mr Lester of Noble Park 

Outwards: nil 

TOURS SUB-COMMITTEE REPORT: Alan Jungwirth reported that r,lanning for the 
Show Day tour to Geelong is progressing, however, because 
Show Day is now gazetted as a Public Holiday in Geelong 
there could be a problem in finding a Block and Signal 
Inspector available for our visit. Jim Brough moved that 
the committee investigate further with power to act as 
they see fit. Seconded S.Mclean. 

U.K. NENSLETTER: Now being printed in Avenel saving approximately $15 
monthly in postage. 

NEWS ITEMS: 1. South Maitland Railway is now closed and the crews 
retrenched but workshops still open. The possibility of 
Hexham remaining open as a tourist attraction using steam 
locos is being investigated. 

Apparently single-line working will be established using 
S.R.A. crews and engines, as the Pelton and Neath lines 
are to remain open. The Electric Staff sections will be 
East Greta-Neath-Caledonia with Weston Box closed. Later 
that may become one section East Greta-Pelton. 

2. Surrey Hills 23/5/1907 - Jack McLean outlined the 
operational difficulties involved with the Empire Day 
celebrations where Surrey Hills had a very prominent 
reputation. For example, some 10,000 people expected to 
travel there to see the Torchlight Procession. 'The Argus• 
account suggested the stabling of four extra trains in 
Box Hill yard plus some fairly tight running times to 
cope with such crosses. 

3. Guard's right-of-way signals - Stephen McLean reported 
two firsts. a) DRC43 is back in service as the first 
country train where the Guards right-of-way signal is 
given by a bell. b) Recently he also saw the down Numurkah 
passenger train despatched from Seymour with the Guard's 
right-of-way given by radio - the first instance other 
than on The Overland? 

4. Weekly Notices: Due to the creation of STA/MTA, the 
Weekly Notice issue of 1/7/1983 is the second issue to be 
labelled Nol in 1983tt 

5. Flinders Street - Discussion pondered how long the 
clocks have existed at Flinders Street station. Best 
possibility appears to be 1894 with the opening of the 
Flinders Street-Spencer Street viaduct for passengers. 

6. Winter's Block - Approximately 13 August 1983 is the 
centenary of Winter's Block from Flinders Street and 
Princes Bridge stations to Balaclava. How can this event 
be celebrated suitably? ( \ p 1<,._J .. ) ' 
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V.R. SIGiALLING HISTORY 

,'/ODO 'lGA-BAND IANA-COA L S L:JI \/ GS 

by David Langley, 

:-{o 30, ,,o:longa "~l" "'1ox 

This sienal box was the first erccteJ in the :,odonga ncci ::ind w:t 

presumably provided so as to enc,ure the c,afc :Jccr,,ti n of train,, ro ,: the 
two dual gauge crJssings at this encl of ;,·odon,-c1, ·, box wa,, onenf,d on 3 ?eb-
ruary 1894 and preceded "A" Box by foc1r year;;. 1H, ~·r::.,me was one of -~O lev2rs 
with only five levers spare and the lccyout c,t the ti:::e is ,,how:1 i:, i''i.f;ure 10 
which has been taken from the original loc.:.: ing sketch, "lo interloc1::ed gates 
were provided although they anneared fJur years later. 

The signalling arrange~ents are interesting with se posts b 1ng 
provided for the up home signals from the ,,lbury direction a both T:oc:ts 
were situated on the outsid~ of the sharn curve of the two lines.~ racket 
post carrying two home signals protect" the J'H-.Ction int'.:i fo, 'Iictori,cn line 
trains but no additional signals were oroviuen for \.iJ trai~ • It w1Jl also be 
noted that there is a curious mixture of si;:-na J.inp: ,, t the 
various goods ,_;iciingcc;, :3ignal :10 7 aot1.lyin[!, fr~1.~1 t•w :; ., 1ne to the ds yarc1 
is a full size arm tut sir~nal ::lo 11 lyit:,; t'rc•'.)1 t:·:e oricir: 'ir:e :'i 3 
& 4 roads is a sh0rt c1rm, com.mon in '✓ tori i~e c:ut rnost ·nerE, replaced 
by disc signal::., ec:rly on. The si,o;nals fro.:, t>1e to their ,-e,~ ec:tive 
line were discs - ~ure strange mix. The t _j ~ram the~ a t 
dock road were di,;c,; ~,:. gh the dic;c f,-n::1 t renlaced :, f,, 1 arrr 
in 1908. 

F1J-'.,e., ~ lntd.ocki"j-P.(ovided at clown eAd.. 
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Lever No 19 was used to operate a clearence bar, rare in Victoria, and 
seems to have been provided to ensure that the si/tnalmnn did not operate No 17 
points whilst a Victorian line train was standing foul. This section of line is 
located round the sharp bend towarcls Albury and it would have been difficult 
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for the signalman to see if the Victorian train was clear. This bar was removed 
in 1898, perhaps it was not really necessary, but the lever remained spareuntiJ 
1944 so it was not removed because the lever was required for another function. 

Altuatiol\$ Clr.cl «M,Ho11s · 
Odow 18'.}lL_ 

34 

1'i .,., 
LAU 

ligure 11 shows the alterations that were carried out at "B" Box on 
9 October 1898, the same date that 11 A11 Box was opened. Interlocked gates were 
provided at the adjacent level crossing and two levers were added to the inter
locking machine - No 41 Gate Stops and No 42 Gate Wheel. It can be seen that 
the gates only spanned the four Victorian gauge lines but presumably the gates 
were swung even when a movement occured on one of the other lines. 

Minor signalling alterations were also carried out at this time. The 
bracket post at the junction of the Albury and Tallangatta lines was enlarged 
anct now carried signal arms Nos 10, 11 & 12 governing movements to Nos 1, 2, 
3 & 3 roads. Signal No 12 was a new signal but Nos 10 & 11 were previously on 
Post No 10. The two discs governing moves from Nos 3 & 4 roads were placed 
under the arms for moves from Nos 1 & 2 roads and the lever numbers were alt
ered - Nos 35, 36 & 38 were altered to levers Nos 34, 35 & 36. A control lever 
No 39 was provided to enable the signalman to release the "A" Box signals to 
Nos l & 2 roads only when safe to do so. At first the control was maintained 
by mechanical slotting on the "A" Bo:x signals but in October 1900 these were 
replaced by lever locks on the respective levers and electrical circuits took 
over the contra lling function. Whilst mechanical slotting was in ··use, there 
appear to have been three control levers in use at "B" Bo:x - Nos 38, 39 & 40 -
but with the conversion to electric control, only No 39 remained in use. This 
situation is borne out by the interlocking register for 1899 showing three 
control levers at "B" Box although I have not discovered a diagram confirming 
this, the spaces in the frame suggest that they existed. 

Figure 12 shows the temporary arrangements at "B" Bo:x when the NSW 
dock platf~rm road was abolished on 16 October 1906, No 17 points becoming a 
set of catch points and being worked by No 18 lever. Signals Nos 7 & 31 were 
also removed. It is interesting to note that it was signal No 7 that was rem
oved and not No 6 which was the arm applying to the dock platform, perhaps it 
was done to preserve the continuity of the lever numbering. 
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The reversing loop was also added at thi,, time and was worked from a 
two lever ground frame secured by an Annett•s TJocl<, the key of which was kept 
in a duplicate lock on the frame in "B" ]ox, :10 t attached to a lever. The 
points at each end of the loop together with its facing point lock was worked 
by one lever each and the combined operation was made possible by the fitting 
of escapement cranks to the points. (Escapement cranks were a special kind of 
point operating crank that enabled the noints to be unlocked, operated and re
locked in one operation of the point lever.) To enable suitable protection to 
be provided for the reversing loop, the distant signals Nos 1, 5 & 8 were con
verted to home signals with a consequent alteration in the locking of the 
frame. It is not known when the bracket post carrying signals Nos 5 & 8 was 
altered to the uneven doll height configurati.on but it must have been done at 
about this time. 

On 17 January 1908 the siding off the Tallangatta line war" realigned 
along the old ;{SW dock platform and the catch points at the exit of the road 
removed. The disc on Post 11 was re,,laced by an arm, but movements from the 
branch into the dock platform were governed by a disc until the end. ,Just 
prior to this alteration, a minor signal alteration occured when l'ost Nos 9 & 
10, both now carrying only a single arm, were replaced by a bracket signal 
post midway through 1907 with the subsequent renumbering of signal posts Nos 
11, 12, 13 & 14 to 10, 11, 12 & 13. An additional control lever was also added 
in 1907, on 11 July, when lever 40 was added to the frame and applied to No 3 
road. Figure 13 shows the arrangements at "B" :3ox in 

Signalling diagram ~o 17 of 1913 was issued showing the arrangements 
in force at Wodonga following the alterations at II A" Box, the "B" Box end 
remaining unchanged from 1908 save for the replacement of shunting arm No 12 
by a disc signal and the provision of disc No 15, also underneath the bracket, 
on 28 December 1911. No 12 now applied only to No 3 road whilst No 15 applied 
to Nos 4 or S roads via Nn ?l ~rnqqnvRr. ThR rRvRrqina 1nnn nnin+q wRrA ¥i++P~ 
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l"i:''.llre 14 ha;; been tukcn from 3i.<:;nnllinr,; '.Jiar;rum No 5 of 1931 and 
seems to have bc(m i,,,,uc,d ar; n c,1tch un diagram becuuse no major nltcrati')ns 
had occureli. :,ome ~;hnt'fling of lcvcn, at "rl" llox took place in 1925 nrior to 
the provi:,ion of thn,e wict<ot /;ates nt the level crot; ing. Signals Nos 33, 34, 
35 & 37 wore altered to ~os )0, )1, 33 & 35 whilst control levers No 39 & 40 
bocume No:3 31l & 37. Levcr:J JO & 31 were nrnviously ,;:,ccrc l i,,ewi;;o lover 
which became onQ or the wicket 1,;ate lever~,. 

Ui,,t:1nt 1r~rhtJ :; werti nroviclcd once more ,,t 11 i1 11 ;,ox on l '.)crtc,mbcr 
1941 when ,1ddition:tl. :;i1•n:l11., were im,talled ulon,;:: w1.th thn new Coal ,iir,inr:s 
sip;nal box. i'o ::t 1\.C ,, t Coi:.t l :;id 1.n1;:; carried up home i,<,;nals for ,;oa1 Ji,l ings 
and also up di:;tant ,;ignaL, for the Victorian and '1,id lines for "B" ilo):, 'i'he 
Victori,1n line ~,J{'.lH11 w,ts lever onerated but the :;11 line arm wn:; fixed. 

Signal post No 8 was replaced by a lop bnicket post on 20 August 1942 
but the signals remained unchanged. 

Ji{'.nal 110,;t :fo l'> wa~, moved ubout 100 me tree, fu Y'tl1er out :Hl 
1942 and was now located near the point of divergence of the Victorian 
lines but still only applied towards \Yodonga for Victorian train,,, T:',N 
ignoring it. 

7 '".ir;ust 
and NSW 
trains 

Signal post No 11 was replaced by u 101:i bracket r,o,.;t on b Uctober 
1943 while on 10 September 1944 post 10 was moved to the on:,oi,i.te ~;ide of the 
broad gauge line. This then was the situation when signa1line 1:iavram \./o 4 of 
1944 was is,,ued on 27 October 1944 repl'.'ic ing the 1931 di'l{,;ram of Wodonga y'1 rd 
and a diagram issued i:1 1942 showing the arr:,ngemtmt '-' ,it Coal Sic1 ingt, only. 
Figure 15 below has been adapted from this si{;l1a1 ling iii;\grnm arnl shows the 
layout just prior to the issue of diagram 4/44 which included a large number 
of alterations at Coul Sidings and a general renumbering of signal nosts. This 
situation is cohown in Figure over the pap;e. 
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In this diagram we can see the imposing signal post No 27 at Coal 
Sidings but we are still only interested in two arms on this post, the up 
distant signals for Wodonga "B 11 Box, the other signals will be dealt with in 
the section on Coal Sidings Box. 

A further alteration concurrent with the issue of the diagram was 
the re-arrangement of signal post No 14 and the transference of the down sig
nals to signal post No 12. As post No 12 has now become the junction signal 
for the Tallangatta and Albury lines, two additional disc signals were also 
required and these were added underneath the existing discs and worked by 
levers Nos 19 & 27. Post 14 was re-arranged with the signal arms placed one on 
each doll. 

The five lever ground frame on the reversing loop was again replaced 
on 28 August 1945 by a ten lever frame located on the opposite side of the 
line as before. Two discs signals were provided and they anplied from either 
the main or branch line through the loop and were worked from the ground frame. 
Lever 5 on the ground frame was secured normal by an annett lock, the key still 
being kept in a duplicate lock attached to the interlocking frame in "B" Box. 

A second annett lock appeared at this end of the yard with the pro
vision of the arL~ett locked rail motor siding on 12 September 1949. The key 
was normally kept in a duplicate lock attached to new lever No 16. Lever 17 
also previously spare was provided to work the signal on post 15 whilst lever 
28 now worked the new home signal, post No 14B. For convenience these last two 
alterations have been included on Figure 16 although they appeared after the 
date of issue of the diagram. Incidently, with the provision of the rail motor 
siding, the number of spare levers in "B" Box dropped to only one and this was 
the maximum extent of lever useage. 

Ti:1e time of greatest alteration at ·1L,donga commenced in 1961 when 
the standard gauge line, as the NSW line is now known, was being extended to 
Melbourne. The first section of standard gauge line was opened around the east 
side of vfodonga station to the cattle sidings at "A" Box however a prior change 
occured on 19 I,1arch 1961 when the Tallangatta dock and rail motor siding were 
taken out of use. The disc on post 16 was removed along with posts 14B & 15. 
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This alteration increased the number of spare levers to seven, levers Nos 3, 
14, 15, 16, 17 & 28 being sleeved normal. The temporary arrangements are shown 
in Figure 17. 

Figure 18 shows how the new standard gauge connection from Albury to 
the Cattle Siding passed Rround the rear of the station at 'Nodonga. This line 
avoided the need for the circuituous route through the goods yard although the 
number of broad/standard gauge grade crossings were unchanged. l'ost 13 was re
located to the new alignment and the disc was replaced by an arm. l'ost 19 was 
abolished and a new Post 15 was erected with one arm and governed standard 
gauge movements from Albury towards the Cattle Sidings. Broad gauge movements 
into Nodonga were now under the control of new J)ost 14, replacin~ old Post 16 
(from the Tallangatta line) and old Post 14, renumbered T-ost 16 {from the Alb
ury line). These alterations were made on 10 April 1961. 

The interlocked g'a.tes and pedestrian wickets were replaced by boom 
barriers and crib crossings on 17 September 1961. Lever :fo 41, the former gate 
stops lever, was used to manually control the boom barriers. 

Nith the replacement of old "A" Box by the present signal box on 
10 December 1961, two additional control levers were added to the "B" Box 
frame. Lever No 37, previously control lever for Nos 1 & 2 roads, became a 
control lever for No 2 road only whilst lever 38 became the control lever for 
No 1 road. Lever No 34 was extended to cover No 4 road as well as No 3 and 
lever No 32 was added to control moves along the standard gauge line. 

Goods trains commenced running on the standard gauge line between 
Albury and J,\elbourne on 3 January 1962, however, when passenger trains ste.rted 
running on 16 A ,,ril 1962, minor signal alterations were carried out and brought 
into use on 4 Af,ril 1962; Figure 19 shows the arrangements. 
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The right hand distant signal on Post 26,(the signal posts were re
numbered in December 1961 concurrent with the provision of new "A 11 Box) was 
lowered and a dovm home signal was provided. This arm was worked from "B" Box 
and controlled by Coal Sidings. A similar control was exercised over the up 
home signal at Coal Sidings on Post 37 that applied along the standard gauge 
line towards 'Nodonga, the control lever being No 4 at "B" Box. This lever had 
remained spare since 9 October 1898. 
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l"it;t1re 20 shows the alterations at "B" Jox fo 
three posit ion signe-ls between the down en:i of Goal :3ic' 
panel box on 14- l,Iay 1962. The down broad gauge distant sie;nal 
on Post 26 was removed and replaced by a repeating ( i~ht) si 
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On 28 April 1962 three position s were installed at the up end 
of Coal Sidings and the direct result at 11 3ox 1·;c.U.'i t:rn abolition of }'ost 27. 
Levers 5 & 8 subsequently bec::tme control leven, for "r:ove,~,ents from Coal Sidings 
to ✓lodonga and the sections were worked urnier the rule for Iaever Locking and 
Track Control. Levers 4 & 7, r1reviouc,ly wor;;:i ,~na1,, on J'o,•,t 37, became 
spare with the abo Li tion of that post. A eco (light) signal 
- EC9958 - was orovided on the branch 1ine b of divergence of 
the two gau«es ;nd was reauired because Co 1 ~~snow three nosition 
signalling. ~rlowever, because broad tr,,ins ;•:ould ali,o be pa~rni;1g this sig-
nal and no lever was required to oreru e the si , it was fixed at Yellow 
over Yellow because a broad gauge train might receive fi conflicting indication. 
If Coal Sidings had cleared his home signal, the repe,cting signal would show 
Green over Yellow, a conflicting indication if Post 25 was at Stop and the 
approaching train was on the broad gauge. ",1 :1e 2.ayout is c,hown in Fip:ure 21, 

The final major rclteration rit l'loclonga "B" was the com:ili,,sioning of a 
relay interlocking :Jci.nel in ,'lodonga ",;." Box and the Ctbo1ition of ,,'odonga "B" 
Box. All the mechanical signals were re':'llaced by lir,ht signals and the ;1oints 
converted to motor operc:.tion. Lever Locr::ing and Track Control remained on the 
sections to Coal Sidings, this latter box not yet having switching facilities. 
The boom batriers were converted to automatic ooeration via the protecting 
a:t.gnals being at proceed and flashing lir,hts were provided at both Hovell St 
l~vel crosbings. Post 104 is a two position down home signal whilst Post 106 
is a three position up outer home signal an lying to broad gauge trains only. 
There are no signals a ing to standard gauge iruins after a train had dep-
arted from Coal Sidings. 1gure shows the arranger:rnnts at this time. 
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lot previously mentioned was the removal of the reversing loop and 
associ&ted signEtls on 28 A"ril 1963 following the provision of h 70' turntable 
in the locomotive depot. At first the only exit from the turntable was via the 
up end of the y,,rd but as most of the shunting cct ,'iodongu was also carried out 
at this end of the yard, things must have got very hectic at times. In 1969, 
according to ,✓ eekly :fotice No 37, a new lead was ::idded at the dovm end f,nci was 
connected to /slo 3 roacl by a set of hc1nd oi,ernted points. ;-,. hanrl onen,ted cross-
over was al~;o inc,tc,lled between Nos and 3 rofdc, ut the dom1 end, an inter-
esting urrangement considering that No 2 rand is signalled for passenger trnin 
run,1ing. At this time, ~o 4 road was broken and the short stub s.t the down end 
became No 4A road. This little siding together with Xo road was re~oved on 
14 November 1971 and dwarf signal :lo 90 v;as relocr ted to r,rotect the ~1oints 
leading to the tunrtable as these points were now fitted with a point machine. 
This machine has been modified so that the ·ioints may be trailed through by an 
engine coming from the loco depot. :fotice boc,rrJ s have twen erected ind icr,ting 
that permission from the signalman must be obtained before 2, t:iovenent is :nade 
through No 89 points. · 

The catch noints in the branch line ~ere uroviJed on 16 ecember 
and on the sume day· signal No 98 was relocate\ to the down side of Hovell St. 
The catch points ;i.re shown as· having been moved to the ,lov.11 side of :rovc,11 St 
crossing late in 1970 but this did not eventuate ancl t remain to this day 
on the iilelbourne side of the level c ro,;sing. 

Signal Posts 94 and 96 were moved to the down side of Hovell Street 
crosc,ing on 13 November 1971 and now prevented unneces,;ury operation of the 
flashing lights in the event of an ur train from Co~l ~idings bein« sto ed at 
the home signal. 

A reference should be added here regarding signal 106. Jhen installed 
this signal was worked by lever 106 but diagrams issued in 1969 and 1971 show 
it becoming signal 100 and then again 106 by 1978 but this alteration was never 
carried out. Signal U22 at Coal Sidings, worJ<ed by Nodonga when Coal ~':>i1' ings is 
switched out, is shown as 108 on diagram 11/71 but this is an error as the 
alteration was also never carried out. Signc,ls 8 and were originally to be 
Nos 80 and 92 but were installed as 82 and 
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Laurence Street level crossing on the Tallangatta line near the dual 
gauge junction was equipped with flashing lights on 20 March 1980. To prevent 
unnecessary operation of the lights, up home signal No 106 was relocated to the 
down side of the crossing and now apllied to trains on both gauges, "V" & "S" 
lights being provided as per normal practice. Lever 106 at V✓odonga now works 
the signal for broad gauge moves and newly installed lever 108 works the sig
nal for standard gauge moves, this latter move requiring the control lever at 
Coal Sidings (No 32) also to be reverse. Post 102 (lever 104 at Wodonga) pro
tects the crossing from the Nodonga direction and a new signal Post 20 (lever 
15 at Coal Sidings) was added to protect the crossing from that direction. 
It is not known whether there is any ititerlocking between these two signals but 
as they are both in the one electric staff section there is probably no need 
for such i~terlocKing to exist. 

The repeating signal EC9958 could now technically become an operating 
signal displaying Green over Yellow for broad gauge moves or Yellow over Green 
for standard gauge moves when signal 106/108 has been operated to proceed. As 
the line now only goes to New Wodonga Cattle Sidings, the expense of providing 
this alteration is presumably not justifiable. 

The safeworking in use between Wodonga-Coal Sidings-Albury South is 
Lever Locking and Track Control and levers 112 and 110 at llodonga are the con
trol levers for the braod and standard gauge respectively. ·,'.'hen Coal Sidings 
is switched out, the standard gauge becomes one section i/odonga-Albury South 
and lever 120 becomes the control lever (not used at other times) and lever 
110 works s,ignal 10 at Coal Sidings as a sort of distant signal. On the broad 
gauge, the section to Coal Sidings becomes Dart of ilodonga yard and signal 18 
at <.:oe1l Sidings becomes Wodonga•s up home signal out of the single line section 
and is worked by lever 112. Up automatic signal Z9974 is also controlled by 
lever 112, the signal marked on the diagram as Ull2. Lever 122 is the control 
lever for the section and like lever 120 is not used when Coal Sidings is 
switched in, lever 112 being the control lever. Signal 22 at Coal Sidings is 
the down departure home signal from dodonga into the single line section when 
Coal Sidings is closed and is worked by lever 102. The low speed signal on -
signal 112 is only operable when Coal Sidings is closed as the signal is no 
longer a departure home signal into a single line section. Signals 4, 8 & 30 
at Coal Sidings operate as automatic signals, displaying an illuminated letter 
"A" when at Sto·p, when the long sections are in operation, signal 10 as noted 
above is lever controlled but also has an illuminated letter "A" and may be 
passed at the Stop position after the train has waited the prescribed time. 
Figure 23 also shows the signals-at Coal Sidings ~orked by Wodonga when closed. 

--oOo--

MEETING CLOSED: 

MINUTES OF JULY 1983 MEETING (continued) 

7. Metrol - Past problems have been diagnosed further. 
One is that the computer program does not cater for fail
ures, out of course running and operator errors. Revised 
error detection procedures and better error displays are 
being instituted. Secondly a new program is due to be run 
in October to alleviate the problems outlined. A two month 
trial period will then follow. 

8. Blackburn and Box Hill - Bob Crosby reported two items 
of interest observed recently. One was that signal L473 
at Box Hill is fitted with the top head fitted in line 
with the post and not to the left side as usual. AtBlack
burn, single line working (on the up line) in connection 
with the removal of the level crossing at Box Hill (27/5) 
revealed some interesting working. A hand signalman was 
stationed.at signal L578 ahead of three detonators fixed 
on the up line, drivers being warned of his presence by 
station staff at Nunawading. This hand signalman was under 
instructions to stop all up trains at the signal and a) 
warn the driver of Pilot working ahead, b) lift the det
onators, and c) advise the driver to proceed in accordance 
with the signals indication (medium sreed warning). 
On leaving the platform with the pilotman, up trains trip
ped past BBN303, the clearing of which would have proved 
the position of the trailing points. The reason for this 
method of working could be one of Noiseless Public Rel
ations. 

at???? hours and then Alan Jungwirth screened slides of 
his recent trip to Europe. 
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